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Welcome to the spring issue of the North Mids Maths Hub         

newsletter. In this issue we focus on the Shanghai Teacher Exchange  

that took place at the end of last term. Our two primary specialists 

and secondary specialist, who were lucky enough to participate in the 

exchange, share their experiences of the Shanghai classroom. Under 

normal circumstances we would be welcoming our visitors from 

Shanghai on the return visit in March. Unfortunately, following advice 

from the Department of Education, the return visit has been         

postponed. However, the North Mids Maths Hub would still like to give 

you the opportunity to see a lesson in mastery being taught by one of 

our specialist teachers and our primary team will be there to answer 

your questions regarding the mastery programme. Please use this link 

to sign up for one of the lesson observations. 

Gillian White - North Mids Maths Hub Lead   

mailto:mathshub@painsley.staffs.sch.uk?subject=Newsletter
http://www.nmpmathshub.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/NMPMathsHub
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10JXQfopVbsArSdcLm4h3NWB5TgnYykXIiTDqRGantvM/edit
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2020-2021 Work Groups-

Expressions of Interest  
 

 If you are interested in participating in the Primary Teaching for Mastery 

programme please use the link given in the table below and we will contact you 

with further details. Next year we will be offering opportunities to those 

schools that have previously been involved in the Primary Teaching for Mastery 

programme and were unable to participate again; perhaps your school was part 

of an embedding group, maybe your school has undergone major changes to 

staffing or would you just like to enhance your staff training in teaching     

mathematics. If you would like to be involved again then please use the link for 

Sustaining Mastery. 

 If you are interested in our upcoming Secondary Mastery Programme 

and are not already on our waiting list from last year, then please register your 

interest in this bespoke departmental opportunity by using the link given below. 

Use the links in the table below to sign up for next year’s Mastery Programmes: 

 

Interested in hosting a course or Work Group for us at your school?  

Please contact us mathshub@painsley.staffs.sch.uk 

Primary Teaching for Mastery Programme 2020-21 Expression of Interest 

Primary Sustaining Mastery Expression of Interest 

Secondary Teaching for Mastery Programme 2020-21 Expression of Interest 

mailto:mathshub@painsley.staffs.sch.uk
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lRZ66ZhXBcmmReYOb_r_V12WuP9MdoxN_Nyr8lDawwg/edit/PAI-FS-02/UserHome$/JOB/Documents/Bluetooth%20Folder
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1INZ5romxmHh9TZhnzX9UJOXt_gvq0SCO1ZyMLTF0V7Y/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1oVI-lOeWRCKwwZ19myghB3jkb9BRrD-K0m13ZZz6m34/edit
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 To mark the beginning of the England-Shanghai Exchange, we were 
invited to an Opening Ceremony, where we were greeted by key delegates 
from both the English and Chinese DfE. The ceremony allowed us to fully        
appreciate the importance of the exchange programme, looking at the      
financial and time commitments both countries had provided. It was clear 
that the development of both of our educational systems was at the core of 
the exchange programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Following the speeches, we were lucky 
enough to participate in a lecture run by        
Professor Gu. During the lecture, he highlighted 
the journey Shanghai had been through to get to 
their current level of mathematical                   
understanding and what their next                   
developments points were for improvement.  

 In the afternoon, we were then introduced 
to our partner teachers Yan Miaochun and Jin 
Yuqing. The meeting gave us an opportunity to 
discuss the schools we would be attending and 
what  lessons we would get to observe. We also   
managed to sort some of the finer details for the 
return trip during March.  

Shanghai Teacher Exchange-Primary 
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 The following day, was our first day in school, where we were          
welcomed into Xin Hongqjao Primary School by our partner teacher and his 
principal. Following a tour of the school we exchanged gifts and were given 
time to settle into the surroundings. Across this week we were able to        
observe     lessons in a variety of different year groups and on differing     
topics, such as coding, 3D shape, money and algebra.  

 

 During these lessons it was clear to 
see the importance of a real life context to 
ensure pupils were able to apply their    
learning in the real world. Following the   
lesson, we were able to have conversations 
with the teachers who put together the     
lessons. During the conversations we had 
when sitting in on the TRGs, it was clear 
how important the use of the Shanghai   
textbook was when teachers were designing 
the lessons. It also became clear that this 
was a starting point for teaching and    
teachers would work as a team to form high 
quality lessons.  

 

 As maths lessons in Shanghai only last 35 minutes, we were able to         
participate in some cultural lessons during our stay at the first school. We 
were able to observe a traditional Chinese dance, art and calligraphy lesson.  

 

 On the middle Sunday, we were able to 
take part in a seminar lead by two Chinese 
teachers, who delivered lessons to emphasise 
the small steps required to ensure all pupils 
move forward together and gain the           
conceptual understanding that is desired. It 
was interesting to hear just how critical the 
Chinese teachers’ reflections were in regards 
to their own teaching; highlighting specific 
questions or representations that they would 
change if they were to teach the lesson again. 
During this seminar and TRGs across the two 
weeks, it was clear that this amount of         
refinement and detailed analysis of their     
lessons was the key to their success.  
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 During our time at our second school (Shanghai Primary School), we 
were able to observe a lesson that progressed from a simple repeated      
pattern exercise, square, circle, square, circle etc, right the way up to the  
discovery and application of the nth term. The amount of progress and       
understanding that was developed across a 35-minute lesson was mind  
boggling. As previously mentioned though, it was down to the careful      
planning of small steps ensuring all pupils had the understanding of each 
step before moving on, that ensured by the end of the lesson all pupils were 
able to apply their understanding of the nth term.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mid way through the week, we were able to sit in on a showcase      
lesson, where the class were taught in front of an audience of teachers from 
across Shanghai. The concept the teacher was trying to develop was a     
lesson design to incorporate learning from all previous year groups, to       
ensure pupils could see the links in their prior and current learning.  Even at 
the point of showcasing this teaching, following the lesson, the teacher       
received some quite critical feedback to help improve the structure of the  
lesson and then for the attending teachers to use in their own schools.  

Lewis McGee-The Priory Primary School (Wednesbury)  
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 All teachers plan using the     
Shanghai Text Book Scheme of 
Learning. This scheme has been 
developed as a result of 50 years 
worth of research.   

 All teachers meet daily to reflect on 
lessons taught, discuss how to im-
prove the lesson the next time it is 
taught and plan next steps.  

 Every two weeks, staff visit other primary schools within Shanghai to 
take part in lesson observations and teacher research groups 
(TRGs). Public lessons will have been taught and refined a         
minimum of ten times before being taught publicly. All of this teacher 
research is reported back to the ministry of education, who adapt 
the scheme based on the feedback from real classroom practice. 

 The lesson design is based on a very narrow focus that is presented 
through a series of small steps. These steps move at a great pace 
and quickly move from a review of prior learning to complex      
problems. The teachers constantly reinforce the teaching steps and 
do not let the children go off track. 

 

 

 

 Grade 1 (Y2)-all children are secure 
with bonds to 100 and numbers within 
100. 

 Grade 2 (Y3) – all children will have  
fluent recall of all multiplication and    
division facts to 9 x 9, plus other related 
and  ‘important’ facts such as 125 x 8 = 
1000. 

 All independent work (homework) is 
supported daily by parents 

 By Grade 5 (Y6), the children are  
working on content three years ahead 
of our children. 

Lesson Design 

Expectation and Challenge 
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 Every classroom has a chalk board alongside the IWB. 

 This is used to build up the key teaching points as the lesson           
progresses through the small steps. 

 The key stem sentence is recorded first, followed by generalisations as 
the children discuss the learning. 

 The final step is the misconception that might occur within the lesson. 

Pupil Engagement 

 

 All lessons last for 35 minutes. This involves “small steps teaching” of 
the new teaching points and misconceptions, with intelligent practice 
being completed every night at home. This also gives parents the     
opportunity to pre-teach the next lesson. 

 Children stand up to answer questions and are encouraged to use the 
stem sentences to structure their answers.  

Andrea Turkmen-Meir Heath Academy (Stoke-On-Trent) 

 

Working Walls 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/46830
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 The first week we attended Xiangming Junior High School.  We were        

welcomed by the Head Teacher who was very friendly; he had even learned some 

English just for us!  We had a tour of the school and exchanged gifts.   

 

 Over the next three days, we were privileged to observe some brilliant     

lessons.  We started by observing Ting teach a Grade 7 (Year 8) lesson on algebraic 

fractions.  We were amazed at the level of algebra that the students were easily 

coping with – over our two weeks in Shanghai it became very clear why.  Algebra is 

introduced from a very early age, and in every lesson algebra is used to generalise 

what the pupils are learning. 

 

 We also observed lessons on 

translations (grade 7), Pythagoras’ 

Theorem (grade 8) and probability – 

equally likely events (grade 6).   

 In all the lessons we observed 

in Shanghai we saw the lesson start 

with a recap of previous learning, 

links to the real world when it was 

appropriate and students coming to 

the board at the front to do their 

work.  This was a powerful tool – 

there was no judgement for those that made mistakes but it was used as a learning 

opportunity to identify possible mistakes or to discuss the most efficient method.  

Students were often given the opportunity to discuss the work with their partner, 

volunteer answers, as well as complete independent work.  Key rules were also 

chanted by the whole class together. 

Shanghai Teacher Exchange-Secondary 
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 In many of the classes we were not the only teachers observing the lesson.  

As part of their own professional development, teachers regularly observe each 

other.  This allows them to continually develop their own craft; they are used to   

receiving feedback and adapting their teaching accordingly.   

 

 Whilst at Xiangming Junior High School we attended a number Teacher     

Research Groups (TRGs).  These take place every day.  The teachers of each year 

group meet to discuss the lessons they have taught and what they are teaching next.  

Once a month all the maths teachers in the school attend a TRG.  At this meeting 

they discuss assessment results and pick out the topics / questions that as a        

department or year group need improving.  These questions are then discussed in 

detail so that other teachers can learn and improve their own understanding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 All teachers in Shanghai use the same text book.  However, it was clear from 

the TRGs and observing lessons that the teachers do adapt the lessons according to 

the classes they are teaching.  In each lesson the students completed only a small 

number of questions but because these questions have been developed so well, the 

variation was very clear and ensured rapid progress. 
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The last day of the first week I joined Andrea and Lewis at their primary school.  We 

observed a lesson on using letters to represent quantitative relationships.  I was 

amazed to see that at such an early age, the pupils were able to work with whole 

numbers, decimals and algebra. 

 

 

In the second week, we visited Xuhui High School.  The school is one of the oldest 

in Shanghai and has its own museum.  The first two lessons we observed were grade 

7 algebraic fractions.  Again we were blown away by the level of algebra that the Year 

8 students were completing.  However, what really struck me was the design of the 

written questions and carefully planned questioning that really allowed the students 

to make connections to previous learning which then meant that they then made 

rapid progress.  The generalisations were very precise and the rigour involved was 

evident.  We also observed 2 lessons on ratio (grade 6) where the connections     

between ratio, division and fractions were explored.  Key words were always used 

and the mathematics involved was generalised into algebra before students        

completed practice questions using numbers.  We saw teachers using true/false style 

questions regularly to ensure that any misconceptions were explored.   
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I was really impressed with a grade 7 lesson on translation.  It started with many 

real life examples – cars moving across the screen, curtains, lift doors, escalators, 

conveyor belts and a rocket taking off.  There was a lot of discussion about what 

has changed and what has stayed the same.  Definitions were given with the key 

learning point emphasised.  The students were given a worksheet where they had 

to complete a translation, then check if a question already completed was correct 

by measuring between equivalent 

points to ensure they had all been 

moved the same distance. They then 

measured the angles to ensure they 

had stayed the same. Students       

solutions were projected onto the 

board and these were discussed – is 

it   correct? If not, what is wrong?  

Again the teacher came back to the 

key learning point.  The learning was 

then extended to use translation to 

find the shaded area.  

 

At Xuhui High School we also had the fantastic opportunity to teach a lesson.  

We taught a grade 7 lesson on multiplying and dividing with algebraic fractions.    

We started with a recap of numerical fractions which the students found very 

easy so we quickly moved them onto the algebraic fractions, which again they 

found very straight forward.  We introduced them to multiple choice questions 

and asked them to write A, B, C or D on a piece of paper for which answer they 

thought was correct – they really enjoyed this and the teachers also liked this as 

an idea so that they could see who 

had the correct answer quickly. 

A very impressive part of Xuhui High 

School was the enrichment facilities 

they had.  Each student chose what 

to do in their enrichment lessons – 

there were many different sports  

including darts, music and singing, ani-

mation but students could also learn 

how to pilot a plane, drive a train or 

explore mars! 
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On the final day of our time in school, I again joined Andrea and Lewis in a     

primary school.  We observed a grade 1 lesson on doubling.  It was amazing to 

see how the pupils journey in school starts.  The teacher ensured that the pupils 

were using the correct language when sharing answers and would make them 

say it properly if they didn’t use the correct words.  They chanted together and 

she asked individuals to repeat the correct sentence.  The pupils sat in groups 

and there was a lot of partner work using counters to show doubling.  The 

teacher also instilled discipline from this early age – clapping 3 times and the  

pupils clap back to ensure she has everyone’s focus, hands on laps to stop the 

pupils playing with the counters. 

Overall I had an amazing experience in Shanghai – it was great to see everything 

that we had been learning on our mastery training and so much more!  It will 

have such an impact on the way I plan and teach lessons from now on.  I am   

really looking forward to sharing what I have learnt with other maths teachers 

in the future.’ 

Rebecca Ibbs-Thomas Alleyne’s 
High School (Uttoxeter) 
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From The NCETM 

 

Check out the primary and national newsletters.  

 

Ten minute read: Q&A with 

Eugenia Cheng (research 

mathematician). This follows 

a podcast where she         

discusses being a woman in 

the world of research mathematics and the roles of 

masculinity and femininity. 

 

The NCETM Director, Charlie 

Strip, reflects on a “career worth 

developing”, where he argues the 

case for maths specific CPD. 

 

Find out when and where the major maths subject 

association conferences are.  

https://mailchi.mp/ncetm/primary-round-up-011-january-2020
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/news/54230
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/53989
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/54209
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/54209
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/news/54230#conferences
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Upcoming conferences 

Save the date 

 

Booking links to follow 

Date Conference Location Keynote 

21/4/20 ITT Providers  

Conference 

Carrs Lane  

Conference Centre, 
Birmingham 

Alun Williams—Secondary 
Maths HMI 

21/5/20 Primary Maths 
Conference 

Staffordshire  

University 

Ems Lord—NRich 

Andrew Jeffrey—
Mathemagian 

10/6/20 Primary and SEND 
(all phases) 

Walsall Campus of 
Wolverhampton  

University 

Les Staves— Very Special 
Maths 

Pete Jarrett—MD of  

Tutorum Learning and  

Assessment 

24/6/20 Secondary Maths 
Conference 

Walsall Campus of 
Wolverhampton  

University 

Pete Griffin—NCETM  

Assistand Director 


